YOUR GUIDE
TO TA X
DEVELOPMENTS
AROUND ASIA

INTRODUCTION
Tax systems and changing regulations continue
to be a major contributor to complexity for
businesses across Asia. To help guide your
investments, we’ve created this snapshot of the
corporate tax rates across the continent, and
other regulatory factors you need to be aware of.

CHINA

F O R S P E C I A L VA T I N V O I C E ( FA P I A O )
issued by general taxpayers, the number of faipiao that can be issued
and the value attached to each faipiao are subject to quotas set by the
local tax bureau. Note that VAT rates in China were recently lowered in
April 2019 as part of the PRC Government’s tax cut package.

The corporate
tax rate in China
currently stands at

$120

25%

Outbound direct investment by
Chinese companies declined in
2017 for the first time in nearly
a decade - to $120 billion.

a lower rate is however
applicable for certain
types of enterprises.

20%

THE CORPORATE
INCOME TAX RATE IN
TAIWAN IS 20%
(effective since January 2018).
If however, a profit-making entity
has taxable income less than TWD
500,000, the CIT rate is 18% in 2018
and 19% in 2019 respectively.

5%

AN ADDITIONAL 5%
PROFIT RETENTION
tax is imposed on any current
earnings of a corporation that remain
undistributed by the end of the
following year. When unappropriated
earnings are used for further R&D
investment, the amount invested can
be exempt from the 5% retention tax.

TAIWAN

A NON-RESIDENT
C O M PA N Y
is taxed on income derived
from Taiwanese sources.
TAIWANESE
BRANCHES
of foreign companies
are not subject to profit
retention tax.

SINGAPORE
Collection of the Goods and
Services Tax (GST) on imported
digital services - movie and music
streaming services and mobile
apps and software - from nonresident suppliers will take effect
from 1 January 2020.

16.5%

HONG
KONG

IN HONG KONG,
a two-tiered corporate tax
regime applies where the tax
rate for the first HKD 2 million of
profits is 8.25%; the corporate
tax rate for profits greater than
HKD 2 million is 16.5%.

HONG KONG IS ONE OF
THE LEAST COMPLEX
jurisdictions in the world for tax matters
and financial reporting - with an index
ranking of 91 out of 94 in TMF Group’s
2018 Financial Complexity Index.

TAX INCENTIVES
for special business operations,
such as tax exemption for profits
derived by offshore funds and
profits derived from the shipping,
aircraft and financial services
industries in the region.

JA PA N ’ S
CORPORATE
tax rate is reduced to 23.2% for
fiscal years started on or after 1
April 2018 (applies to corporations
with share capital exceeding JPY
100 million). Coupled with other
taxes such as standard enterprise
tax and inhabitant’s tax etc., the
effective corporation tax rate for
large corporations is 30.62%.

INDIA
GST requirements in India are now
simplified, with a single monthly return and
optional quarterly return filing, and monthly
payments for smaller businesses.

30.62%
TO PROMOTE
INNOVATION
companies that invest in new
technology, including artificial
intelligence and the internet of things
can receive additional tax credits.

JA PA N
300BN

THE TAX RATE
F O R C O M PA N I E S
IN SOUTH KOREA
with income exceeding 300bn is 25%.

SOUTH
KOREA

NON-RESIDENT
CORPORATIONS
without a Permanent Establishment
(PE) in South Korea are generally
subject to withholding tax on
each separate item of
Korean-sourced income.

Resident corporations are taxed on
their worldwide income, whereas
non-resident corporations with a PE
in the country are taxed only to the
extent of their Korean-sourced income.

STAY TAX COMPLIANT
ACROSS ASIA WITH
TMF GROUP
Differing tax rates and regulations coupled with constant local law
changes can make managing global business operations extremely
challenging. TMF Group can help to simplify the complexity.
Our local experts stay ahead of all the latest developments,
and can provide you with the local knowledge, support
and guidance you need to stay compliant.

Find out how we can keep you
ahead of the game in Asia

